Hi, this truly is a sad situation that I think all of us needs to understand and accept.
Dark, dangerous forces are at work many places in the world with the objective of
taking over cities and then countries. An honest look at the evolution from
centuries ago through history and it should be obvious. Some areas in our country
are already crumbling from swarms of people who refuse to adapt to our culture,
learn our language, and accept our laws. We cry for you, Great Britain, and pray
that we can overcome those among us who would surrender the rights and
freedoms we still possess. Ron.

THE TAKEOVER OF A NATION WITHOUT GOING TO WAR - WHAT
HAS HAPPENED TO ENGLAND
So England doesn't like the U.S. Recognizing Jerusalem as the capital of
Israel! Imagine that! Now you will understand the reason.
This will give you a better understanding of the insidiousness of Hijrah; that's the
takeover of a nation without going to war. Don't think for a moment that America
is not a target, or that there are no American cities where Islamic and Sharia
victories and takeovers have already occurred. It's time for border control, or we
should start planning for a very big goodbye to the American way of life!
Here's what has already happened to England within a few years of opening their
borders without any entry control and how the British have passively succumbed
to the Muslim invasion:
Mayor of London......MUSLIM
Mayor of Birmingham.....MUSLIM
Mayor of Leeds......MUSLIM
Mayor of Blackburn......MUSLIM
Mayor of Sheffield......MUSLIM
Mayor of Oxford.....MUSLIM
Mayor of Luton..........MUSLIM
Mayor of Oldham..........MUSLIM

Mayor of Rochdale...........MUSLIM
All the following achieved by just 4 million MUSLIMS out of the 66 million
population:
Over 3,000 Muslim Mosques
Over 130 Muslim Sharia Courts
Over 50 Muslim Sharia Councils
Muslim Only No-Go Areas across the United Kingdom
Muslim Women......78% don't work and are on FREE benefits/housing
Muslim Men...63% don't work and are on FREE benefits/housing
Muslim Families...6-8 children in each family and planning to go on FREE
benefits/housing
Now ALL UK schools are ONLY serving HALAL MEAT!
And now we (the USA)and ( CANADA) can't decide on an Immigration Policy.

